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JESCO Lighting Group Expands

Its Market-Leading LED Flex

Lighting Line: Introduces The

DL-FLEX2-UP Series

Port Washington, NY, May 2018 — JESCO Lighting Group

has announced the introduction of DL-FLEX2-UP — new cutting-edge expansion of their

market-leading flexible LED strip. One of the first to introduce low voltage LED strip to the

U.S. market, JESCO has continued to be the go-to source for designers who know that all

LED strips are not the same.

The upgraded series, DL-FLEX2-UP, uses JESCO’s proprietary onboard Constant

Current IC chips that control each LED, providing uniform intensity and output over the

entire run — compared to 30 to 40% loss at the end of competitor strip runs.

Each model in the DL-FLEX2-UP Series boast market-high lumen output, up to 368

lumens, and even higher efficacy, up to 94 lumens/watt, all in 90 CRI. The series offers

JESCO’s innovative on-board quick-connectors every twelve inches — making

connections fast and simple. Three levels of output — archetypical FLEX2-UP, high

output FLEX2-HO, and highest output FLEX2-ULTRA — allow designers to select what

best fits their needs. FLEX2 can be installed into any one of their full line of aluminum

channels and lenses that can be surface mounted or recessed into ceilings or walls.

In addition to FLEX2-UP, JESCO is introducing over twenty-five new styles to their

product line:

• FLEX2-FS provides a market-leading color rendering of 98 CRI with a large

gamut area for excellent color saturation, proprietary on-board IC chips to maintain

light output, and a high LED density of 36 LEDs per foot.

• FLEX2-CTA allows for color tuning from warm to cool white color temperatures,

2400K-7000K, as needed during the different times of the day or to meet specific

design needs of a space.
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• FLEX2-SC allows for field-cutting at every LED, which is only 3/8 inch apart,

for exact length selection and even light output.

• FLEX2-SHD provides 90 LED chips per foot and short cut lengths of 7/8 inch.

• FLEX2-SHO offers a super-high output of 1200 lumens/foot with an efficacy up to

139 lumens/foot.

• FLEX2-SEL and FLEX2-DEL offer single and double rows, respectively, of side-

emitting LEDs for applications that standard, front-facing LEDs cannot handle.

• FLEX2-RGB, FLEX2-RGBW and FLEX2-RGBWW color changing styles

provide extra white light components to achieve even more exact and nuanced colors.

• Outdoor WETCC and ODX offer various output level choices in pre-assembled or

field-cuttable styles.

• Outdoor LNTB or LNSB is a top or side-bending neon-like flexible, enclosed strip.

The 24V low voltage strip series is complemented by JESCO’s patented 120-volt

INFINA
®

flexible strip. INFINA
®

is an indoor and outdoor AC LED strip that allows for

runs up to 150-feet in precise 4-inch increments and up to 555 lumens/foot. FLEX2 and

INFINA
®

are both available in plug and play or hardwiring versions with a full line of

connectors and cables to meet all design and application needs.

This latest introduction paired with JESCO’s name recognition and built-in trust within

both the lighting designer and architectural communities is sure to make JESCO’s booth

a go-to place to visit during the show.

Contact Information: Learn more about JESCO products and capabilities by

visiting: www.jescolighting.com. JESCO Lighting Group’s architect-designed plant,

warehouse, and corporate offices are located at 15 Harbor Park Drive, Port Washington,

New York 11050. Telephone: 800-527-7796. Fax: 855-265-5768. E-mail:

sales@jescolighting.com.
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